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A BSTRACT
Computer-generated facial avatars have been increasingly used in a
variety of virtual reality applications. Emulating the real-world face
sculpting process, we present an interactive system to intuitively
craft personalized 3D facial avatars by using 3D portrait editing and
image example-based painting techniques. Starting from a default
3D face portrait, users can conveniently perform intuitive “pulling”
operations on its 3D surface to sculpt the 3D face shape towards any
individual. To automatically maintain the faceness of the 3D face
being crafted, novel facial anthropometry constraints and a reduced
face description space are incorporated into the crafting algorithms
dynamically. Once the 3D face geometry is crafted, this system can
automatically generate a face texture for the crafted model using an
image example-based painting algorithm. Our user studies showed
that with this system, users are able to craft a personalized 3D facial
avatar efficiently on average within one minute.
Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Virtual Reality;H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Prototyping
1

I NTRODUCTION

A variety of techniques have been developed to craft and animate
3D faces. For example, blendshape approach allows users to generate various facial expressions on a specific model by parameter
(weight) tuning [3]. Meanwhile, data-driven 3D face modeling and
editing techniques exploit the intrinsic correlations among different
facial regions [1, 10, 8].
In this paper, we present a data-driven system for intuitively
crafting personalized 3D facial avatars by fusing a model-based
3D portrait editing with example-based face texture painting techniques. As shown in Fig. 1, it is composed of: (1) Offline data
processing, (2) Interactive face crafting, and (3) Face texture generation. We will briefly describe each of these parts in the following
sections.
2

O FFLINE DATA P ROCESSING

In the offline data processing stage, we processed a collected 3D
face dataset [9] to construct a prior knowledge base about human
faces.
First, we chose a face model as the reference/standard model
(Fig. 1) with extracted eight facial contour curves i.e., the left/right
eyes, the left/right eyebrows, the nose, the upper/lower lips, and
face border. After that, we used Radial Basis Functions (RBF) to
align all 3D face models with the reference model such that all the
aligned faces have the same geometric structure.
Then, based on the aligned 3D face dataset, we constructed a
morphable face model [1] to be used in follow-up Section 3. In
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Figure 1: This system consists of three main processes: an offline
data processing, an interactive face crafting, and a facial texture generation.

addition, we constructed a table (called facial anthropometry proportion table) that encloses a list of all facial anthropometry proportions [4].
3 I NTERACTIVE FACE C RAFTING
Starting from the standard 3D portrait model generated by a modelbased portrait rendering technique [6], users can pull eight facial
contour curves to craft its 3D face shape at system runtime.
3.1 Facial Contour Curve Deformation
When a facial contour curve is pulled, we first determine the Segment of Interest (SOI) on the pulled curve using the peeling technique [7]. In this work, face anthropometric constraints are also
introduced to constrain the SOI to comply with a valid face geometric structure.
Facial anthropometry constraints: A facial anthropometry constraints (a total of 35 landmarks, 35 measurements, and 59 proportions. Refer to the left panel of Fig. 2) are used in this work.
We traverse a face proportion topology in the same way as in [2].
For example, if the EX landmark is on our SOI, then EX-EX/NSTO in the anthropometry proportion table is the proportion constraints, propi . Also, the measurement of N-STO is propFractioni ,
and coLandMarki is the co-measurement landmark position. Accordingly, the new EX position is calculated by coLandMarki +
(propi × propFractioni ).
Consequently, we add an anthropometric error metric (Eq. 1) to
the FiberMesh deformation equation (Eq.2) [7] and solve in a least
square sense.
FAE =

∑

vi − coLandMarki − (propi × propFractioni )2 (1)

i∈C2

argv min{∑ L(vi ) − βi 2 +
i

∑

vi − vi 2 + FAE}

(2)

i∈C1

Here vi is a vertex coordinate, βi is the previous differential
value, C1 is the set of SOI constraints, vi is one of SOI constraints,
and C2 is the set of facial anthropometric constraints.
Besides pulling predefined facial contour curves, users can pull
any location on the 3D surface directly (called pulling anywhere).
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The “pulling anywhere” works in a similar way as pulling the facial
contour curves, except that only a specific (picked) vertex is pulled
instead of the contour curve SOI.
3.2 Pulling Modes
Based on the target area of effect, pulling operations can work in
the following three modes: working-region, regional, and global
based on a two-level hierarchical PCA-based technique inspired by
the motion propagation algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [10]. In
this hierarchy (Fig. 2), a node at its bottom level is a region-based
PCA space, and the node at the top level is the global PCA space.
How this hierarchy is used for facial deformation depends on the
pulling mode chosen by users.

Facial plastic surgery simulation: For example, this system
can be used for setting up a pre-surgery communication between a
surgeon and his/her patient.
Personalized 3D avatars: With this system, a user can create
his/her own 3D avatar for virtual reality applications such as in roleplaying video games and social networks.
6 R ESULTS AND U SER S TUDIES
Five novice users participated in a pilot user study. Based on several
given 2D face photographs, they were asked to craft corresponding
face models using this system. Our results show that the users are
able to craft personalized 3D face models on average within one
minute. Fig. 4 shows several crafted results.

Figure 2: Left: the 35 used landmarks (constraint points) with its
region segmentation scheme. Right: a two-level face hierarchy.

Working-region mode. It only affects (or deforms) the working
region, e.g., eyes, nose, or mouth (assuming r denotes this region).
By projecting r to its corresponding region-based PCA space, we
will obtain a rectified version of the facial region, Fr .
Regional mode. Under this mode, the surface deformation only
happens at the working region r. The computed Fr is projected to
the global PCA space (the top-level node at Fig. 2), denoted as G.
Finally, blending of Fr and Gr (i.e., Fr /2 + Gr /2) is the final status
of the deformed facial region r.
Global mode. The deformed SOI is propagated to all nodes
in the face hierarchy. Refer to the work by Zhang and his colleagues [10] for more details regarding this propagation procedure.
4

FACE T EXTURE G ENERATION

Once the 3D portrait is generated, a user-provided face image (the
source image) is used as our color palette. In this work, we extend
the “image analogies” algorithm [5].
Our facial texture analogies can be schematically illustrated in
Fig. 3. In this process, we separate the whole face into ten components (left/right eyes, left/right eye brows, nose, mouth, forehead,
left/right cheek, and chin), and then the “image analogies” technique [5] is applied for each facial component separately.

Figure 3: Facial texture analogies. Left most: the portrait for a source
image, second left: a source (user-provided) face image, second
right: a target 3D portrait, right most: a textured target face.

5

S ELECTED A PPLICATIONS

This system can be used for a broad variety of computer graphics
and virtual reality applications as in the following.
Reconstructing face models for criminals or missing persons
based on vague memory: It can help a victim to easily and interactively craft a 3D portrait of the target person without the aid of
a sketching specialist. After that, the victim can select a real photograph of other person who look similar to the target person (e.g.,
the same race) to generate the textured face model automatically.

Figure 4: Left: given face photographs, middle: crafted 3D portraits
with time usage at the bottom, right: textured 3D faces.

7 C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We present an intuitive prototyping system for crafting 3D facial
avatars through 3D portrait pulling and image example-based painting. The limitations of our work are mainly connected with the used
face dataset. For example, due to the shadow at our face dataset,
some crafted faces are accordingly affected. We plan to improve
this work from a number of research directions, for example, multiple face image examples for distinct facial region. Furthermore,
to enhance the visual realism of crafted 3D faces, we plan to extend
our system to interactively sketch and craft other parts of the face,
e.g., hair, beard, glasses, etc.
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